
Keyword intent
How to use it to your SEO advantage
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What is keyword intent and why is it important?

Google Micro Moments concept from 2016
Keyword intent is the notion of 
what people expect to find when 
they use search engines. 

Their chosen search terms can 
indicate what kinds of content 
they want to see in their search 
results and they can be grouped 
into four distinct categories: 

Informational, Navigational, 
Commercial, and Transactional.



The different types of Keyword Intent



Keyword intent from customer journey perspective
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Think about your user and their intent
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Distribution of Keywords by Intent
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Own the customer journey with holistic content
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Different Intent = Different competitors?

Commercial Intent Informational Intent
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Different Intent = Different competitors?

Website builder How to build a website

Wix.com is the only 
website ranking for 

both queries
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Distribution of Keywords by Intent

Source: Semrush State of Search study 2022
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Distribution of Search Volume by Intent

Source: Semrush State of Search study 2022

informational keywords represented 
over 50% of searches, which is 

indicative of the role of the web in 
people’s lives: to find information
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Searching for everything, no matter how small

Source: Thinkwithgoogle.com

These days even the small decisions are 
researched

Over 140% growth in searches for „best 
umbrellas“

Over 110% growth for „best travel 
accessories“

Over 100% growth in „best toothbrush“

Mobile searches for ___ ideas have grown 
over 55%

“Bathroom remodel ideas”

”Gender reveal ideas”

“Graduation party ideas”



Segment keywords by intent

Commercial searches are closer 
to the transaction

Informational searches are top 
of funnel often with higher 

search volume.
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Other SEO Benefits of Targeting Intent

Different intent provides a more granular view of your 
audience and what they are looking for

● Improved conversion rates on transaction pages 

● Reduced bounce rates

● More pageviews

● More answer boxes

● A wider audience reach

● More traffic!
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Need to filter keywords by intent?

All keywords in 
Semrush are 
labeled with an 
intent. 

You can filter entire 
reports by intent, 
like in the Keyword 
Magic Tool.

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/keywordmagic/start
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/keywordmagic/start
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Why not filter questions by intent?
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Try to target Search Intent based on your 
objectives

Knowing the intent 
of your target 
keywords is a 
valuable data point 
to consider in the 
planning stage of 
any search 
campaign.
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Find the low hanging fruit with defined intent

This lets you 
eliminate any 
keywords with high 
competition

Filter out everything 
that is above ‘easy’ 
using the KD % filter



Get the foundations right

Keyword intent 
mapping will make 
sure that your 
strategy focuses on 
the most important 
keywords. 

Make sure you cover 
each stage of the 
buying journey with 
relevant content.
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Volatility after the last Google core update

40%

46%

51%

54%

Source: Semrush custom study for keyword changes between May 25th and June 21st 




